What is BioRAFT??

BioRAFT is a lab management tool used by EHS and researchers for...

Training
- Courses
- Record keeping

Biological Registration/IBC Approval
- Research must be registered for IBC approval

Chemical Registration
- Register your hazardous chemical work

Managing Lab Members
- Update list

Radioactivity
- Get an R number (order #)
- Track inventory
- Request waste disposal

Research Tools
- SDS’s (Safety Data Sheets)

Communication
- Announcements
- Lab inspections

Contact EHS for specific questions, 646-1762 or e-mail ehs@dartmouth.edu

https://dartmouth.bioraft.com/
How do I use our laboratory page in BioRAFT??

**TOP MENU...**
- View lab profile, edit lab profile, dashboard, members, bio/chem/rad profiles, training

**SECOND MENU...**
- Summary, documents, forms, equipment, lab inspection reports, correspondence

**LEFT MENU...**
- Search SDS's, find training courses, manage your personal profile, lab equipment

**COMPLIANCE SUMMARY** indicates which areas need attention.
- ✔️ indicates complete
- 🚨 identifies item needing attention
- ⚪️ means not applicable

Critical: All users need to keep member list and training up to date...